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changes in a pandemic environment with repeated testing, rapid local infection spread, and highly 
uncertain risk. First, repeated testing mechanically lowers prevalence at the time of the next test. 
This increases testing efficiency, such that increasing frequency by x times only increases 
expected tests by around √x rather than x. However, this calculation omits a further benefit of 
frequent testing: infected people are quickly removed from the population, which lowers 
prevalence and generates further efficiency. Accounting for this decline in intra-group spread, we 
show that increasing frequency can paradoxically reduce the total testing cost. Second, we show 
that group size and efficiency increases with intra-group risk correlation, which is expected in 
natural test groupings based on proximity. Third, because optimal groupings depend on uncertain 
risk and correlation, we show how better estimates from machine learning can drive large 
efficiency gains. We conclude that frequent group testing, aided by machine learning, is a 
promising and inexpensive surveillance strategy.
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1 Introduction

The current costs and supply constraints of testing make frequent, mass testing for SARS-CoV-2 infeasible. The

old idea of group testing (Dorfman (1943)) has been proposed as a solution to this problem (Lakdawalla et al.

(2020); Shental et al. (2020)): to increase testing efficiency, samples are combined and tested together, potentially

clearing many people with one negative test. Given the complicated tradeoff between the benefits of increasing

group size and the cost of follow-up testing for a positive result, a large literature has emerged on optimal group

testing strategies. This literature uses a set of assumptions grounded in the common use cases to date: one-time

testing of a set of samples, e.g., screening donated blood for infectious disease,1 with independent risk of infection

(Dorfman (1943); Sobel and Groll (1959); Hwang (1975); Du et al. (2000); Saraniti (2006); Feng et al. (2010); Li

et al. (2014); Aprahamian et al. (2018, 2019)).

Many of these environmental assumptions are violated when dealing with a novel pandemic with rapid spread.

In this case, people may need to be tested multiple times before they are infected, testing groups will be formed

from populations with correlated infection risk, and risk levels at any time are very uncertain. This paper

notes how these different factors change the optimal testing strategy, and open up ways to dramatically increase

testing efficiency. This would allow data-driven, frequent testing – even daily – in workplaces and communities

as a cost-effective way to contain infection spread.

We start with the well-known observation that group testing is more efficient when the population prevalence is

lower, because the likelihood of a negative group test is increased. We then show how increased testing frequency

lowers the prevalence and therefore increases efficiency. For example, in a simple model with a reasonable level of

independent risk, testing twice as often cuts the prevalence at the time of testing by (about) half, which lowers

the expected number of tests at each testing round to about 70% of the original number. The savings are akin

to a “quantity discount” of 30% in the price of testing. Therefore, rather than requiring two times the numbers

of tests, doubling the frequency only costs around 40% more tests. More generally, we demonstrate that testing

more frequently requires fewer tests than might be naively be expected: increasing the frequency by x times only

uses about
√
x as many tests, implying a quantity discount of (1− 1/

√
x)%.

The benefits to frequency are even greater when there is intra-group spread, as would be expected in a

pandemic. In this case, testing more frequently has the additional benefit of quickly removing infected individuals,

which stops others from being infected. This in turn lowers prevalence, and provides yet another driver of

efficiency. We show that in this case – somewhat paradoxically – the quantity discount is so great that more

frequent testing can actually lower the total number of tests. Given that current testing for COVID-19 is done

1This is the most common real-world use of group testing today (Cahoon-Young et al. (1989); Behets et al. (1990); Quinn et al.
(2000); Dodd et al. (2002); Gaydos (2005); Hourfar et al. (2007). More recently for COVID-19, Nebraska has adopted group testing
as have some national governments such as Ghana and India.
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relatively infrequently, we therefore believe the optimal frequency is likely much higher.2

Next, we note that grouping samples from people who are likely to spread the infection to each other – such

as those that work or live in close proximity – increases the benefits of group testing. Intuitively, increased

correlation of infection in a group with a fixed risk lowers the likelihood of a positive group test result, which

increases efficiency. Consequently, we conclude that groups should be formed from people who are likely to infect

each other, such as those in a work or living space.

Finally, we note that, while there is a literature that estimates risk profiles to drive groupings (Hwang (1975);

Bilder et al. (2010); Bilder and Tebbs (2012); Black et al. (2012); McMahan et al. (2012); Tebbs et al. (2013);

Black et al. (2015); Aprahamian et al. (2019)), the methods are often appropriately simplistic and designed for

situations with stable risk rates, no correlation, and large amounts of previous outcome data. These methods are

likely less appropriate for risk estimation in a quickly-changing pandemic with highly uncertain and correlated

risk, such as COVID-19. We discuss the impacts and solutions to these issues in designing groups. We start

by quantifying the significant efficiency losses from choosing groups based on incomplete or incorrect risk and

correlation information. We then advocate for a strategy using machine learning to continually estimate these

parameters using observable data such as location, demographics, age, job type, living situation, along with past

infection data.

Though our results are theoretical, they have a clear application in dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic.

Therefore, we end by discussing potential solutions to important practical challenges, such as implementation

barriers, imperfect tests, and fixed testing costs.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 reviews a main finding in the group testing literature that efficiency

rises as prevalence falls; Section 3 discusses the relationship between testing frequency and efficiency; Section 4

demonstrates how correlated infection leads to larger group sizes and greater efficiency; Section 5 discusses the

usefulness of machine learning to estimate risk and correlation; Section 6 discusses important implementation

challenges and caveats; and Section 7 concludes.

2 Group Testing: Benefits rise as prevalence falls

2.1 Background on Group Testing

To understand the basic benefits of group testing, consider a simple example of 100 people, each having an

independent likelihood of being positive of 1% and a test that (perfectly) determines if a sample is positive. To

test each person individually, the conventional approach, requires 100 tests.

2It is important to note that these results do not rely on intense optimization of group size or sophisticated cross-pooling or
multi-stage group testing. Furthermore, the results are qualitatively similar when using other reasonable group sizes.
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Suppose instead that the individuals’ samples are combined into five equally-sized groups of 20. Each of these

combines samples are then tested with one test. If any one of the 20 individuals in a combined sample is positive

then everyone in that group is individually tested, requiring 20 more tests (21 in total). The probability that this

occurs is 1−(1− .01)20 ≈ 18%. However, if no one in the group is positive – which occurs with probability ≈ 82%

– no more testing is required. Because the majority of tests require no testing in the second case, the expected

number of tests for this simple grouping method is only around 23, a significant improvement over the 100 tests

required in the non-grouped method.

The approach is well studied with a large literature focused on improving the efficiency of group testing.

These include using optimal group size (e.g. in this example the optimal group size of 10 would lower the

expected number of tests to around 20), placing people into multiple groups (Phatarfod and Sudbury (1994)),

and allowing for multiple stages of group testing (Sterrett (1957); Sobel and Groll (1959); Litvak et al. (1994);

Kim et al. (2007); Aprahamian et al. (2018)). Particularly noteworthy is the strategy of Litvak et al. (1994),

who show that limited retesting of group specimens (including negatives) can increase sensitivity and specificity

at lost cost (if test results are conditionally independent of the true result). There are also methods to deal with

complications, such as incorporating continuous outcomes (Wang et al. (2018)) or optimizing given imperfect

tests and divisibility problems (which is largely solved in Aprahamian et al. (2019) for the standard case). Any

of these modifications can be incorporated in our group testing strategy. For simplicity of exposition, in the

paper, we present results for simple two-stage ”Dorfman” testing – in which every person in a positive group is

tested individually – to make calculations transparent, and demonstrate that our conclusions are not driven by

particular assumptions and do not require highly complex groupings.3

2.1.1 Laboratory Evidence on Group Testing for SARS-CoV-2

Fortunately, several studies have looked specifically at the feasibility of group testing for detection of SARS-CoV-

2 via PCR. A particular focus of these studies is false negatives, driven by sample dilution. Yelin et al. (2020)

found that group sizes up to 32 were feasible at usual amplification levels, and Shental et al. (2020) use pools of

48, albeit with a more complex combinatorial pooling strategy. Hogan et al. (2020) evaluate the false positive

rate and find it to be very low. Overall, these studies paint a reassuring picture of the test characteristics of

grouping for SARS-CoV-2 via PCR specifically; these could be further improved with the method of Litvak et

al. (1994).

3In general, we advocate for these more sophisticated strategies when feasible as they further increase efficiency.
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Figure 1: Efficiency of group testing rises with prevalence

Notes: This figure plots the expected number of tests (y-axis) from group testing given a population of n people
as the population infection prevalence rate (x-axis) changes. The black flat line shows the number of tests from
individual testing (equivalent to a group size of 1), which always requires n tests regardless of prevalence. The
results from using a group size of 20 is orange, while the blue line represents the number of tests given the optimal
group size for a given prevalence. Finally, the green text notes that benefit from group testing is the distance
between the black individual-testing line and those from group testing. For example, as noted in the text, using
a group size of 20 for a prevalence of 1% leads to .23 · n tests rather than n tests, while the optimal group size
(10) leads to .20 · n tests.

2.2 Prevalence and Group Testing

For all of these different incarnations of group testing, the benefits of group testing rise as the prevalence rate

falls in the population. Lower prevalence reduces the chance of a positive group test, thereby reducing the

likelihood the entire pool must be retested individually. For example, if the prevalence drops from .1% to .01%,

the likelihood of a positive result in the first stage drops significantly, such that the expected number of tests

using a group size of 20 drops to 6.9 tests (or 6.3 tests given the optimal group size). Similarly, if the prevalence

rises from .1% to 1%, the expected number of tests using a group size of 20 rises to 93 (or 59 given the optimal

grouping).

The full relationship is shown in Figure 1, which plots the expected number of tests in a population of n people

given different group sizes and visually highlights the results based on (i) individual testing – which always leads

to n tests, (ii) using groups of 20, and (iii) using optimal grouping given two stages. For simplicity, we construct
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these figures by assuming that n is large to remove rounding issues that arise from breaking n people into groups

sizes that are not divisible by n.4 There are large gains from group testing at any prevalence level, though they

are appreciably larger at low prevalence rates.

3 Increasing Test Frequency

3.1 Interaction Between Frequent Testing and Group Testing

Our first insight is the important complementarity between group testing and testing frequency. Intuitively, the

benefits of group testing rise as prevalence falls and frequent testing keeps the prevalence at each testing period

low.

Continuing with our example, suppose that 100 people have a 1% independent chance of being positive over

the course a given time period. As discussed above, one could either sample everyone (requiring 100 tests), use

group testing with a group size of 20 (requiring 23 expected tests), or use group testing with an optimal group

size (requiring 20 expected tests).

Suppose instead that people are tested ten times as frequently. Testing individually at this frequency requires

ten times the number of tests, for 1000 total tests. It is therefore natural think that group testing also requires

ten times the number of tests, for more than 200 total tests. However, this estimation ignores the fact that testing

ten times as frequently reduces the probability of infection at the point of each test (conditional on not being

positive at previous test) from 1% to only around .1%. This drop in prevalence reduces the number of expected

tests – given groups of 20 – to 6.9 at each of the ten testing points, such that the total number is only 69. That

is, testing people 10 times as frequently only requires slightly more than three times the number of tests. Or, put

in a different way, there is a “quantity discount” of around 65% by increasing frequency. The same conclusion

holds using optimal group sizes: the one-time group test would require 20 expected tests, while testing ten times

as frequently requires 6.3 tests at each testing point for a total of 63. The savings relative to the 1000 tests using

individual testing are dramatic, with only approximately 6% of the total tests required.

Figure 2 represents this effect more generally for different levels of test frequency given a prevalence of 1%

over the course of a month. Note that, at a frequency of a once a month, the numbers match those in Figure 1,

which was based on one test at a prevalence of 1%. Unlike in Figure 1, we do include the results for individual

testing in this graph as testing individually everyday requires 20-30 times more tests than group testing, which

renders the graph unreadable. The dotted orange line represents the naive (and incorrect) calculation for group

testing by extrapolating the cost of testing multiple times by using the number of tests required for one test.

That is, as above, one might naively think that testing x times using a group size of 20 in a population of n

4We note that this figure replicates many similar figures already in the literature going back to Dorfman (1943).
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Figure 2: Efficiency of group testing rises with frequency

Notes: This graph presents the effect of testing frequency (x-axis) on the expected number of tests (y-axis), given
a prevalence in the population at 1% over a month. When the frequency is once a month, the points correspond
to those in Figure 1 given prevalence of 1%: n for individual testing, .23 · n when using a group size of 20 and
.20 · n tests when using the optimal group size. The dotted orange line represents the (incorrect) extrapolation
that if a group size of 20 leads to .23 ·n tests when frequency is once a month, it should equal x · .23 ·n if frequency
is x times a month. In reality, the expected tests are much lower, due to a “quantity discount” or “frequency
benefit,” highlighted by the green text. Finally, the blue line highlights tests given the optimally-chosen group
size.

would require x · .23 · n tests given that testing once requires .23 · n tests. Group testing is in fact much cheaper

due to the reduction in prevalence — the central contribution of this section. We therefore denote the savings

between the extrapolation line and the actual requirements of group testing as the ”frequency benefit.”

The level of savings of the frequency benefit changes depending on the prevalence p given one test and the

frequency x. Interestingly, numerical simulations suggest that expected cost of group testing x times as frequently

is always around
√
x when p is not too high (p<.05) when using optimal-group-sized two-stage group testing, and

asymptotes to this exact amount as p falls to zero. In other words, the quantity discount of increased frequency

is close to (1 − 1/
√
x)%. So, for example, group testing using optimally-sized groups every week (about 5 times

total) costs around
√
x ≈ 2.24 times the number of tests from group testing every month, implying a quantity

discount of 55%. Or, in an extreme example, testing 3 times a day (around 100 times a month) costs about
√

100 = 10 times the tests, implying a quantity discount of 90%. We have found that this formula provides a
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very good approximation for reasonable prevalence rates and fixed group sizes.

3.2 Avoiding Exponential Spread Through Frequent Testing

The logic above ignores a major benefit of frequent testing: identifying infected people earlier and removing them

from the population. Beyond the obvious benefits, removing people from the testing population earlier stops

them from infecting others, which reduces the prevalence, and therefore increases the benefit of group testing.

In the previous section, we shut down this channel by assuming that every person in the testing population

had an independent probability of becoming infected. If the testing population includes people that interact,

such as people who work or live in the same space, infections will instead be correlated.

To model this correlation, we construct a simple network of infection for the testing population.5 Specifically,

we suppose that the 100 people continue to face a 1% chance of being infected over the course of a time period

due to contact with someone outside of the test population. However, once a person is infected, this person can

spread the infection to other people. We then chose an infection transmission rate such that if a person was

infected at the start of the time period and was not removed from the population, the infected person would

have a total independent probability x% over the time period of personally spreading the infection to each other

person. 6

Now, consider the spread over the entire time period. With 37% probability, no one in the population is

infected. However, with a 63% chance, a person is infected from the outside of the group, setting off exponential-

like growth within the rest of the test population (which ends only after testing and infected people are removed).7

Given this growth, for example, if x=1%, 5%, 10%, approximately 2, 8, and 26 people infected at the end of the

time period. However, by testing ten times in the time period, infected people are removed more quickly and

there is less time for a person to infect others, such that only around 1, 2, or 4 people are infected by the end of

the time period.

Not only are infections rates reduced, but the reduction in prevalence reduces the relative cost of more frequent

group testing. For example, using a group size of 20 and testing once over the time period leads to 23 tests in

expectation given no spread. However, with spread given x=1%, 5%, 10%, this number rises to 30, 50, and 58,

respectively. On the other hand, the expected number of tests when testing ten times as frequently does not grow

at the same rate due to controlling the spread and therefore prevalence. Specifically, the number of tests needed

5There are different infection networks in different testing population. Numerical simulations using a variety of potential structures
are qualitatively similar.

6For example, if x=5% and the time period is a month, then infected person i who has not been removed has a independent
1 − (1 − .05)(1/30) ≈ .17% daily chance of infecting non-infected person j, ≈ .17% daily chance of infecting non-infected person k,
etc.

7We consistently use the term ”exponential-like” spread as we are considering smaller testing populations in which the infection
rate slows as infected people are removed or become immune, such that the spread is actually logistic. However, in our simulations,
we focus on situations in which the spread is caught early and therefore still close to exponential.
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Figure 3: Increased frequency lowers infections with few additional tests given intra-group spread

Notes: This graph presents the effect of testing frequency (x-axis) on the expected number of tests (y-axis 1)
and infection rate (y-axis 2) given a model with intra-group spread over the course of a month. As shown in
red dot-dashed line of infection rates, increased frequency reduces the exponential-like spread because infected
people are removed from the population. The number of expected tests required is shown for group size 20 in
orange and in blue for the optimal group size. There is not much increase (and even an early decrease) in the
number of tests required as frequency increases because the increased frequency reduces the spread and therefore
prevalence.

rises from 69 (with no spread) to 71, 84, and 115, respectively. That is, for example, at x=5%, the number of

needed tests rises by 150% when testing once due to spread, but only rises by 22% when testing ten times as

frequently.

These effects are shown in Figure 3. We plot the expected number of tests (left y-axis) and infection rate (right

y-axis) for different testing frequencies assuming x=5%.8 The infection rate rises in an exponential-like manner

as frequency decreases and the infection is allowed to spread. The expected number of tests given different

frequencies uses the same colors to represent group sizes of 20 (orange) and optimal size (blue). Comparing

Figures 2 and 3 is instructive. In Figure 2, we see a consistent increase in the tests required as the frequency

of testing is increased. In Figure 3, though, the tests required are relatively flat and even decrease for early

frequency increases. The difference is due to the fact that, with intra-group infections, testing more frequently

has the additional benefit of lowering the prevalence rate by containing infections. For example, the quantity

8There is one minor difference between this figure and the example in the text. In the figure, we use a population of 120 rather
than 100, as it allows for easier division into many group sizes. This has a very slight impact as it slightly increases the time for the
exponential spread to be curbed by increasing population immunity.
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discount from a frequency of 2 is higher than 50% in the case of optimal group sizes, such that the total cost

from doubling the frequency actually falls.

3.3 Optimal Testing Frequency

The main benefit of increased frequency is reducing the exponential rise in infections. As shown in Figure 3,

the marginal benefit from reduced infections due to increasing frequency is high at low frequencies and drops

as frequency rises, eventually to zero. We can trade-off the marginal benefit with the increased cost associated

with higher frequency testing that requires more tests. This is not straightforward, however. As shown in Figure

3, the number of tests can actually fall as frequency rises when starting at low frequencies. Therefore, for low

frequencies, there is, in fact, no trade-off of raising frequency: it both reduces infections and reduces tests.

As testing frequency rises, the number of expected tests will inevitably rise leading to a trade-off between

marginal benefit and cost.9 Consequently, at very higher frequencies, there is an increased cost without a large

benefit. The optimal frequency lies between these extremes, but depends on the value of reducing infections

versus the cost of tests, which is an issue beyond the scope of this paper. However, our strong suspicion given

the economic costs of testing versus the economic (and human) costs of higher infections is that the optimal

frequency is higher than the seemingly-common policy of testing on the order of monthly or only when an

employee is symptomatic.10

4 Correlated Infection

In this Section, we discuss and isolate an additional factor implicitly included in the above example, which

includes correlation between people whose samples are grouped together. We use our simple example to separate

the insight that this correlation alone (i) is complementary with group testing in that it reduces the number of

expected tests, (ii) leads to larger optimal group sizes, and (iii) has greater reduction if the structure is known

and used to determine the composition of the groups.

To first understand the benefit of correlation given group testing, it is useful to broadly outline the forces

that determine the expected number of tests with simple two stage testing with a group size of g and a large

testing population n. In the first stage, a test will be run for every n/g group, while in the second stage, every

n/g group faces a probability q that at least one sample will be positive, such that all g people in the group will

need to be individually tested. Combining and simplifying these factors leads to a simple formula of the expected

9As an extreme example, if testing is so frequent that the prevalence rate at each test is effectively zero, then increasing the
frequency by 1 will lead to an additional test for each group without reducing the prevalence rate at each testing period. This can
be seen in Figure 3 for group size of 20 where, at a frequency of around bi-weekly, the number of expected tests rises close to linearly
with a slope of 1/20 = .05 · n.

10We also note a an important comparative static: it is more valuable to more frequently test a person who is more likely to catch
and spread the infection (such as a person who meets with many other people versus a person who works alone in the back room).
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number of tests given a group size: n · (1/g + q). As noted above, in the case of infections with independent

probability p, q = 1− (1− p)g. However, as infections become more positively correlated, q falls for every group

size g > 1. For example, with two people in a group whose infections have correlation r, q can be shown to be

1 − (1 − p)2 − r · p · (1 − p). That is, when r = 0, we recover the original formula 1 − (1 − p)2, while raising r

linearly drops the probability until it is p when r = 1. Intuitively, the group has a positive result if either person

1 or person 2 is infected, which – holding p constant – is less likely when infections are correlated and therefore

more likely to occur simultaneously.

As an example of how q falls with more people and consequently reduces the number of tests, suppose that

p = .01: when infections are uncorrelated, q is around 9.6%, 18.2%, 26.0%, and 33.1% given respective group

sizes 10, 20, 30, and 40, while q respectively drops to around 3.1%, 3.9%, 4.4%, and 4.8% when every person is

pairwise-correlated with r = 0.5. Therefore, the respective expected number of tests given these group sizes falls

from .196 ·n, .232 ·n, .294 ·n, and .356 ·n when uncorrelated to .131 ·n, .089 ·n, .077 ·n, and .073 ·n when r = 0.5.

First, note that the number of expected tests is universally lower at every group size given correlation (and the

savings are very significant). Second, note that while the group size with the lowest number of expected tests given

these potential group sizes is 10 when there is no correlation, larger group sizes are better given correlation. This

statement is more general: higher correlation raises the optimal group size. The intuition is that the marginal

benefit of higher group size (reducing the 1/g first-stage tests) is the same with or without correlation, but the

marginal cost (increasing the probability of second stage testing) is reduced with higher correlation, thus leading

to a higher optimum. As an example, while the optimal group size given p = .01 is 10 given no correlation, the

optimal group sizes given r of 0, 0.2, 0,4, 0.6, 0.8 are 11, 22, 44, 107, and 385, respectively. Finally, note that

when r = 1, the optimal group size is unbounded, because adding an extra person to a group adds benefit by

reducing first-stage tests, but has no cost because the probability of a positive in the group remains constant at

p. Obviously, extremely large group sizes are potentially technologically infeasible, but the intuition remains that

correlation within testing groups should raise group size.

5 Machine Learning Predictions of Correlated Risk

To this point, we have assumed or imposed prevalence and infection risk. In practice, optimal group size,

composition and frequency are based on (presumably unknown) prevalence and infection structure. Machine

learning can be used to estimate these key parameters, enabling the application of our strategy. In this section, we

explore how combining machine learning techniques with information on the testing population – in aggregate and

at the individual level – and indirect information about network structure can significantly improve group testing

efficiency by allowing us to predict empirical measures of prevalence and infection. We focus on demonstrating
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the value of accurate prediction in terms of efficiency and present some general approaches to prediction that

lend themselves to the COVID-19 testing environment. We do not, however, develop a specific algorithm as the

prediction methods themselves are beyond the scope of this paper and likely to be quite specific to each testing

setting.

5.1 The Role of Accurate Prediction

To quantify the value of accurate predictions, we introduce heterogeneity in risk to our simple simulations. We

consider a large population in which half of the population is high risk (5% chance of being infected at testing)

and half is low risk (.1% chance of infection). Within these risk groups, there are clusters of 40 people whose

infections are pairwise correlated with r = 0.25. These clusters could represent floors of an office building or

apartment building, in which people can easily spread the infection to each other in a cluster but don’t spread

across clusters.

Machine learning has two objectives in this framework. First, it can make explicit predictions on individual

risk in each group. Second, it can be used to recover the (unobserved) structure of risk correlations that are

produced by person-to-person transmission of infection.11

To understand the value of additional information machine learning could provide we consider a variety of

scenarios for testing in our simulation. Table 1 presents these scenarios; each differs based on a measure of the

quality of prediction or beliefs of the testing strategy designer. The first line captures the baseline case with no

group testing. The 2nd through 4th lines capture plausible scenarios for ad hoc estimates of risk. The 5th and

6th lines the kinds of information amenable to machine learning predictions.

Implementing a group testing strategy requires an estimate for the underlying risk to determine group size.

How such a risk level is chosen in practice likely varies but it is plausible that simple heuristics are used. If

we were to assume the whole population had the relatively low risk (.1%) the optimal group size is large: 34.

However, in practice there are too many high risk individuals who end up in such large groups, requiring more

testing in the second stage, thereby lower efficiency. In fact, group testing in this case only lowers the total

expected tests to .58n. Alternatively, one could assume the whole population is relatively high risk (5%). That

has the opposite problem: smaller groups than optimal given that many people are low risk. The efficiency gains

are larger under this assumption, in part because the returns to group testing at any level are high, the central

issue being avoiding re-testing. We see a reduction in tests to .32n. Suppose instead we simply took the mean

infection rate. The 4th line of Table 1 shows this scenario (population risk of 2.5%). The implied group size is 8

and we generate .3n tests.

11We note that, even when machine learning is impossible due to data constraints, ex ante knowledge of transmission dynamics
– e.g., working the same shift, residing on the same building floor – can also help approximate this structure. Furthermore, despite
being a simplified representation, the broad lessons hold with more complicated risk heterogeneity and infection networks.
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Table 1: Efficiency Gains From Information

Belief Implied grouping Exp Tests Issue
No group testing 1 n Individual Testing Inefficient

Everyone .1% 34 .58n Believe all low risk =⇒ groups too big
Everyone 5% 5 .32n Believe all high risk =⇒ groups too small

Everyone ˜2.5% 8 .30n Believe homogenous =⇒ don’t split
Half .1%, Half 5% .1%→34,5%→5 .24n Believe ρ = 0 =⇒ groups too small

Half .1%, Half 5% (corr) .1%→40,5%→10 .18n Optimal

Notes: This table outlines the effect of different beliefs on grouping strategy given a situation in which half of
the n people have .1% correlated risk with r = 0.25 and the other half have 5% correlated risk with r = 0.25.
For example, in the second row, if the group designer (falsely) believes that everyone is a low risk type with .1%
uncorrelated risk, everyone will be placed into believed-to-be-optimal groups of 34, leading the expected number
of tests to be .58n, which is sub-optimal because the groups for the high-risk types are too big. In the 6th line,
the designer correctly estimates the correct variables and therefore optimally designs the groupings.

The gains from machine learning can be seen clearly in the last two lines of Table 1. The 5th line presents a

scenario in which we can accurately separate individual into the two risk types. Based on this prior information,

we then form optimal groups based on risk. Low risk (.1%) populations are put in groups of 34 and high risk

(5%) are in groups of 5. Here machine learning has lowered the expected number of tests to .24n. Finally, the

6th line captures the ability to not only estimate infection risk (from outside of the setting) but also an accurate

estimate of the infection network. This scenario is the equivalent of a machine learning model that can recover

the structure of the data generating process in our model. In this case, group sizes are slightly larger, because

we are able to account for correlated risk using the strategy outlined in Section 4, and the expected number of

tests falls to .18n. Both scenarios capturing the information produced by machine learning represent a large gain

relative to individual testing as well as relative to group testing with a single prior. The combined model (line 6)

reflects an improvement of 67% to more than 300% over conventional group testing with a single prior, depending

on which prior we are considering.

5.2 Machine Learning to Predict COVID-19 Risk

Risk prediction is a specific case of a ‘prediction policy problem’ (Kleinberg et al. (2015)), in the sense that the

likelihood of a negative (positive) group test is an important driver of the value of group testing. We do not need

causal estimates of why someone is at high or low risk – just accurate predictions. In general, predicting risk has

two central components: estimate individual risk as a function of observable characteristics and the underlying

transmission network for infections in the population. We address each in turn.12

To estimate an individual risk profile we must develop a prediction of the probability they are infected (i.e.

a positive test result) at time t based on available data, captured by a matrix X. This problem lends itself

12The discussion is general and we do not provide a specific algorithm. Depending on the particular data and setting in which a
strategy is implemented different off-the-shelf approaches can be applied productively.
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naturally to the core focus of a supervised machine learning problem: predict the outcome as a function of the

rich observable data without over-fitting. In practice, many settings where a testing policy is being developed

will be able to collect data such as a population demographics, home locations, or even geo-coded travel data

from a mobile device or known contacts where technology enabled contact tracing tools are implemented. The

power of machine learning tools for this kind of problem are the ability to estimate non-parametric models that

can generate a risk estimate for an individual at a specific point in time as a function of the joint density of

independent variables. In the case of time specific COVID-19 infection risk, such non-linearities seem likely to

be important. Take, for example, data on the home zip code of an individual. While zip code alone is certainly

informative, interactions with other observable factors such as age, travel or consumption patterns are likely

to improve model performance in terms of prediction for day-specific risk (e.g. living in a location with high

prevalence increases ones risk but more so if a person frequently eats out and socializes and even more so if they

did so in the last two days).

The second empirical artifact we are interested in is the infection network. This problem can be approached

in two ways, depending critically on data and on prevalence in the population. An infection network could be

estimated directly as a supervised problem by trying to predict actual infections observed. However, in many

cases this will present a challenge. With relatively low infection rates and networks that are inherently high

dimensional due to the the large number of ways in which individuals interact we are particularly concerned

about sparsity. Therefore, we propose a second strategy that relies on an unsupervised approach to measure

proximity in terms of contact between individuals as a function of high-dimensional distance measure. If we have

data on n individuals on the z ways in which they might interact, the goal is to reflect proximity by estimating

a z dimensional distance between them. Individuals who are closer on this measure are more likely to interact

and, therefore, infect one another. We define an infection structure matrix (N) for a population where each (i, j)

element is the distance between individual i and j.

Numerous data sources could be used to inform the network but the central goal is to identify variables that

are plausible measures of physical contact. For example, physical layout data combined with time and individual

observables can be used to identify how people who live in a building or work together at a factor may come into

contact close enough to transmit an infection (e.g. work on the same shift, sharing a lunch break and being in

close proximity on an assembly line).

To predict risk we propose combining the overall prediction model that relies on structured individual observ-

ables (X) and the infection network matrix (N). Importantly, N need not be estimated as a supervised problem.

Instead, the output of the unsupervised network model can simply be included in the overall prediction problem.
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5.3 Using Test Collection to Recover Transmission Networks

As we have discussed, the specifics of the empirical approach are likely to be setting specific and will require

different refinements based on data availability and the underlying interactions in a job setting (e.g. a factory is

potentially very different from a job in closed offices). We do want to note a specific opportunity to recover the

infection network. Regardless of data availability, and particularly in settings in which data are limited, the act

of testing itself may allow us to estimate the infection network both cheaply and with potentially high predictive

performance.

The simple idea is that the order and location of a test being administered can shed light on proximity. One

could, in fact, design the testing approach to accomplish this (e.g. instead of having a testing center a nurse

walks around gathering tests and geo-coding and time stamping them).

Consider, for example, the person doing testing simply walked down a hallway to collect samples from people

in the same workplace or apartment, the ordering of samples naturally encodes the physical proximity of the

members of the testing population, a plausible proxy for interaction and infection correlation. Alternatively,

consider a setting in which factory workers are tested as they enter a factory through a specific entrance at a

specific time. If samples were collected at the door the particularly shift structure of the factory is encoded by

location and time stamps. Consequently, combining people who were sampled around the same time into the

same group will likely increase the within-group correlation and therefore the efficiency of group testing.

6 Discussion and Practical Considerations

To construct transparent results, we study a stylized environment with a number of important assumptions. We

assume, amongst other things, that testing populations are large, group sizes are unconstrained, tests have perfect

sensitivity and specificity, test results are instantaneous, group testing does not increase testing costs, there is no

fixed cost to collect samples and there is known correlation within the testing population. While removing these

constraints further complicates the problem, we do not believe that they change our main conclusions.

For example, there is a fear that the sample dilution inherent in group testing will lead to a loss of test

sensitivity. We first note that the sensitivity loss of group testing given reasonable group sizes has been shown to

be negligible in other domains (Shipitsyna et al. (2007); McMahan et al. (2012)). However, even if there is a loss

of sensitivity on a single test, this is counteracted by the large increase in overall sensitivity coming from running

a larger number of tests given increased frequency (a similar observation is made for repeated group testing by

Litvak et al. (1994)). For example, if group testing leads the sensitivity to drop from 99% to 90% on a single test,

sampling x times as frequently will increase overall sensitivity to 1− (0.10)x, which is higher than 99% as long as
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x ≥ 2.13 This conclusion about specificity potentially informs another implementation decisions. For example,

mass testing is presumably more feasible given non-nurse-administered saliva testing, which has recently been

shown to be effective (Wyllie et al. (2020)). However, as noted above, even if there is a loss of sensitivity on a

single test from using saliva, this is counteracted by the large increase in overall sensitivity coming from running

a larger number of tests given increased frequency.14

We note that our results are not dependant on infeasible group sizes or complicated grouping algorithms. For

example, although we allow arbitrarily large group sizes when we calculate the optimal group sizes, we note that

our qualitative results continue to hold given presumably feasible (Shental et al. (2020)) group sizes, such as 10 or

20. In our examples and simulations, we use a very simple two-stage Dorfman testing scheme in which people are

partitioned into one group and then individually tested if the group sample is positive. This simplicity implies

that our efficiency results are in fact underestimated. As discussed above, there are further possible efficiency

gains if the testing strategy uses overlapping groups or multi-stage testing. Using these methods would therefore

strengthen efficiency, further our conclusion in the benefits of using machine learning to automate this more

complicated process, and strengthen the feasibility of and argument for frequent testing.

Of course, the binding constraint to group testing may not be statistical efficiency or cost-effectiveness, but

rather logistical factors related to the mechanics of testing. Because grouping specimens is in a gray area with

respect to laboratory best practices – and goes against the usual priority to keep samples strictly separated to

avoid contamination – laboratories may be reluctant to implement it. This issue can be mitigated to some extent

by considering this application of group testing to be about screening or surveillance as inputs to public health

decision making – as with the common practice of screening blood bank samples for HIV or HCV – rather than as

a replacement for gold-standard clinical testing. Other problems related to the physical challenges of grouping in

the lab could be solved with user-oriented front-end software solutions or better sample containers. But overall,

the practical challenges should not be trivialized, and could be a major obstacle to implementation. Nevertheless,

the magnitude of the gains in efficiency and reduced infection suggest it is worth overcoming these barriers in

fighting a pandemic such as COVID-19.

7 Conclusions

The combination of high-frequency testing with machine learning predictions and knowledge of risk correlation

(e.g., in workplaces or facilities) is more plausible and cost-efficient than previously thought. While a formal

13Of course, this particular formula depends on the independence assumption of tests. Suppose instead that there is extremely
high correlation, such that the probability of a false positive of a group given a previous false positive of that group is 50%. Even
then, group testing 4-5 times as frequently will recover the same false positive rate as individual testing.

14We also note that testing parameters must include induced behavior responses: if tests are physically unpleasant such that people
will potentially avoid getting tested, the test sensitivity is effectively 0%.
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cost-effectiveness analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, we estimate that, given marginal test cost of $50,

daily group testing could be offered for between $3-5 per person per day, depending on infection prevalence.

This makes high-frequency, intelligent group testing a powerful new tool in the fight against COVID-19, and

potentially other infectious diseases.
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